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Maya Boutique Hotel
SRI LANKA

Sitting pretty in idyllic countryside
— a stone’s throw from Tangalle’s
stunning beaches — Maya, Sri Lanka is
surrounded by natural beauty.
The all-suite villa is an exquisitely
executed restoration of a Sri Lankan
manor house dating from the late 19th
century. Paying dutiful homage to its
Dutch and British period features, it
seamlessly blends new contemporary
interiors with the original architecture.
The tropical garden, abundant with
coconut trees, local bird life and lush
paddy fields provide a tranquil backdrop
to what is a true sanctuary. All the five
suites are granted direct access to the
property’s stylish pool — the ideal place
to cool off in the tropical heat.
Rooms have custom designed fittings
and furnishings — think king-sized
beds, sky high ceilings and large luxury
bathrooms — while decor is wood and
white with latticed wooden shutters,
teak tables and chairs, and smooth
polished cement floors.
Outside, the 2 acre garden overlooks
green paddy fields and hammocks lie
lazily between big trees, waiting to sway
guests into a peaceful oblivion.
Food is a priority at Maya with the
in-house chef garnering an excellent

reputation for Sri Lankan fusion and
international dishes. Maya’s restaurant
has attracted international clientèle
from the surrounding area, and is open
to outside guests.
Enjoy the variety of dining locations
at Maya: the interior dining room in the
Old House, wrapped in original
latticework; the pavilion by the pool; a
tranquil spot in a corner of the garden
or in the new open air pavilion nestled
at the edge of the paddy fields.
After a freshly cooked breakfast
served with fresh coffee and juices,
why not book a private yoga class?
Enliven the senses with an
invigorating yoga session, take it slow
with grounding Tai Chi or breathe
deeply during a soothing Pranayama
and meditation class.
Classes take place in the property’s
specially design yoga pavilion, in the
extensive gardens or on the beach —
feet tucked into the warm Sri Lankan
sand, eyes looking out onto the calm,
blue horizon.
A daily three-course set menu is
offered for lunch and dinner with
several options designed by the chef to
meet guest’s requirements and served
with the perfect bottle of wine.

NEED TO KNOW
FACILITIES
• 20m L-shaped pool
• Yoga pavillion
• Restaurant
• Cooking classes
• Yoga and tai chi classes
• In-room massages and
beauty treatments
• Landscaped tropical gardens
• Excursions to local sights & wildlife parks
• Complimentary wi-fi throughout
• Bicycles

CONTACT
Maya
Old House
Temple Road
Aranwella Beliatta
Sri Lanka
T: +94 475679026/5
E: mayatangalle@gmail.com
mayatangallesrilanka.com
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